Traditionally, explanations of spatial cueing effects posit the operation of orienting mechanisms that act to reposition the spatial locus of attention. This process is often viewed to be analogous to the movement of an attentional 'spotlight' across the visual field to the cued region and is thought to occur either in an exogenous or endogenous manner, depending on the nature of the cue. In line with this view, anomalous findings in dyslexic groups using paradigms involving brief peripheral cues have been interpreted as evidence for a particular deficiency with stimulus-driven, exogenous orienting. Here, we demonstrate that an exogenous orienting deficit is an unfeasible explanation of recent findings in which dyslexic individuals fail to derive benefit from peripheral cues indicating the location of a target in a single fixation visual search task. In a series of experiments examining cueing effects in normal readers, we find no evidence to support the operation of an attentional orienting mechanism that is (i) fast but transient; (ii) automatic and involuntary; and (iii) preferentially driven by abrupt luminance transients. Rather, we find that the magnitude of obtained benefits is primarily determined by the informational value of the cue (irrespective of how information is conveyed) and the accessibility of the target representation once the cue had been delivered. In addition, we show that dyslexic individuals' difficulties with cued search do not reflect problems with detecting and localising the cue, and generalise to different cue types. These results are consistent with a general weakness of attentional selection in dyslexia.
Introduction
It seems reasonable to assume that visual attention must play some role in the reading process. The amount of data contained on a standard page of text typically prohibits the visual system from analysing all retinal information at once. Rather, a small subset of the visual field must be selected during each successive fixation. The amount of information a reader can extract at any instant is commonly referred to as the effective visual field or perceptual span (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1975a Rayner, , 1975b .
A number of methods have been used to estimate the size and shape of the perceptual span during reading (see , for a review). Most notably, eyecontingent displays have been used to restrict both the amount of available text and its position relative to fixation. For readers of alphabetic orthographies such as English, the bulk of evidence points to an asymmetric span extending from 3 to 4 characters to the left of fixation to 14 to 15 characters to the right of fixation (Rayner, 1998) . Removal or degradation of information within this moveable window results in reduced reading speed and fluency. Note, these results do not imply that any word or individual letter falling within the perceptual span can be resolved. Rather, at the rightmost extremities of the span it is mostly coarse information about word length and spacing that is recovered (Pollatsek & Rayner, 1990 There is some evidence to suggest that the perceptual span is narrower in dyslexia, a developmental impairment characterised by specific difficulty with reading skill acquisition. For example, Rayner, Murphy, Henderson, and Pollatsek (1989) measured reading speed while manipulating the number of visible words using the eye-contingent moveable window paradigm (see McConkie & Rayner, 1975) . In normal readers, reading speed increased as a function of the number of words presented in window, reaching asymptote once three words were visible. By contrast, the effect of window size was less pronounced in two individuals with developmental dyslexia and reached asymptote earlier. However, with this form of research it is difficult to ascertain whether differences reflect something of potential causal significance for dyslexia, or simply result as a consequence of differing levels of reading skill. To avoid this problem, most studies of selective visual attention in dyslexia have tended to employ behavioural tasks that do not explicitly involve reading.
Spatial cueing
One of the most popular experimental paradigms for studying visual attention is spatial cueing. A large body of evidence has accumulated over the years to support the notion that cueing a particular location can facilitate perceptual judgements made about subsequently presented stimuli. An early demonstration of this kind was by Eriksen and colleagues, who measured the time taken for participants to report the identity of a cued target letter presented in a multi-letter display. Faster responses were found when the cue preceded the stimulus array-reaction times (RTs) decreased as a function of SOA before reaching asymptote at around 200-300 ms (Colegate, Hoffman, & Eriksen, 1973; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1972a , 1972b . Precueing benefits were also obtained when the target stimulus was presented in isolation at one of a number of possible locations , 1974 . colleagues (e.g. Posner, 1978, 1980; Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980) extended Eriksen and Hoffman's single target paradigm by manipulating the predictive validity of the spatial cue. For example, in a block of trials a cue might indicate the target location on 70% of trials (valid cues), while indicating a non-target location in remaining cases (invalid cues). Neutral cues, which provide no spatial information regarding the target, can also be incorporated to provide a baseline measure. Participants are typically instructed to maintain fixation throughout a trial and catch trials (where no target appears) are used to try to minimise premeditated responses. Posner and colleagues advocated a cost-benefit analysis, implemented by comparing RTs for target detection across cue conditions. Typically, RTs for validly cued trials are faster than for neutral cues, indicating a relative performance benefit. Invalid cueing however, results in a performance cost, where RTs are slower compared to the neutral condition. The benefits and costs associated with valid and invalid cueing are attributed to the presence and absence of attention, respectively.
Impaired exogenous orienting of attention in dyslexia?
Two broad classes of cue have been extensively investigated using RT spatial cueing paradigms. Symbolic cues (e.g. arrows, numbers) are typically presented at or near fixation and require some form of interpretation or decoding. Peripheral cues on the other hand, directly convey spatial information, by virtue of the fact that they are presented near the impending stimulus location (e.g. Jonides, 1980 Jonides, , 1981 Posner, 1978) . It is widely believed that symbolic cues require volitional endogenous shifts of attention, while peripheral cues can initiate exogenous orienting mechanisms. These two forms of attentional control are thought to be characterised by quite different properties.
Manipulations of the temporal separation between cue and target have revealed distinct time courses for symbolic and peripheral cues (e.g. Cheal & Lyon, 1991; Krö se & Julesz, 1989; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989) . Symbolic cues tend to produce relatively sluggish effects, requiring 300-500 ms cue-lead time (SOA) to achieve maximum effect. Beyond this peak RTs for target detection typically asymptote, suggesting that attention can be sustained at the cued location indefinitely. In contrast, peripheral cues reach maximum effectiveness within 100 ms, consistent with a rapid shift in attention to the cued location. However, in this case facilitatory effects are transient, with performance benefits dissipating rapidly with further increases in cue-target separation. Peripheral cues presented with large SOAs (e.g. 400 ms) can even produce a slowing effect on RTs, a phenomenon that has become known as inhibition of return (e.g. Posner & Cohen, 1984; Posner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughn, 1985; see Klein, 2000 , for a review).
Whereas utilising symbolic cues requires voluntary effort on the part of the observer, it has been suggested that peripheral cues may 'capture' attention automatically. Support for this proposal was first provided by Jonides (1981) , who showed that cue validity effects persist when a peripheral cue is known to be uninformative. Remington, Johnston, and Yantis (1992) further demonstrated that observers fail to suppress the influence of a peripheral cue when it was known to never indicate the location of the target. In contrast, decreasing the information value of symbolic cues dramatically reduces their influence on performance (e.g. Jonides, 1981; Krö se & Julesz, 1989) . A large body of work now exists documenting the conditions and limits of exogenous attentional capture (for recent reviews see Ruz & Lipiáň ez, 2002; Simons, 2000; Theeuwes & Godijn, 2001; Yantis, 2000) . While it is unlikely that exogenous cues operate with complete independence from top-down factors, events such as abrupt luminance changes and the appearance of new objects enjoy a high priority in determining attentional selection.
Studies of spatial cueing in dyslexic groups point towards a specific deficit in exogenous orienting. Facoetti, Paganoni, Turatto, Marzola, and Mascetti (2000) employed a typical Posner-style cueing paradigm, measuring simple reaction times for the detection of a dot stimulus presented in one of two locations. Peripheral cues with 80% validity were used to probe exogenous orienting. Reaction times for groups of normally reading adults and children exhibited the standard pattern of cost and benefit associated with valid and invalid cues. Overall, dyslexic participants were slower to respond than either control group. More importantly though, they also failed to show a significant effect of cue type. This was interpreted as evidence that the appearance of the cue failed to attract attention in dyslexic individuals. In a second experiment Facoetti and colleagues used central symbolic cues (arrows) to determine whether atypical results in the dyslexic group also generalise to endogenous orienting. While the dyslexic group was again slower than controls, on this occasion they did show a similar magnitude cue validity effect.
Facoetti and colleagues' finding that differences between normal and dyslexic readers are specific to the use of peripheral cues is consistent with a number of other studies. Brannan and Williams (1988) measured the effect of peripheral cueing on participants' accuracy for identifying letter targets presented to the left or right of fixation. While adults and children with normal reading ability showed substantial cue validity effects with an 80% valid precue, dyslexic children did not. Similar results were also recently reported by Kinsey, Rose, Hansen, Richardson, and Stein (2004) using coherent motion detection as a dependent variable. In contrast, no differences between dyslexic and control children were found by Jonkman, Licht, Bakker, and Van den Broek-Sandmann (1992) using a RT cueing paradigm with symbolic cues.
An obvious question prompted by these findings is whether the failure of peripheral cues to influence dyslexics' performance is dependent on the temporal relationship between the cue and stimulus display. Let us consider the two extreme positions. On one hand, peripheral cueing might fail to capture attention in dyslexic individuals. If this were true, little or no effect of cueing would be expected, irrespective of the cue-target delay. On the other hand, it might be that dyslexic individuals are simply slower to shift the locus of attention. According to this hypothesis, dyslexics might show similar cueing effects to those seen in normal readers if greater temporal separation was introduced between the cue and target. While a number of studies have manipulated the relative timing of peripheral cues, the precise nature of the differences between dyslexic and normal readers remains unclear. Some evidence points towards a complete absence of cueing effects in dyslexia (Facoetti et al., 2000 (Facoetti et al., , 2003 , whereas the results of recent study suggest that group differences may be dependent on the temporal relationship between cue and target (Facoetti, Lorusso, Cattaneo, Galli, & Molteni, 2005 , see also Hari & Renvall, 2001 ).
The present study
While the vast majority of research on spatial cueing in dyslexia has employed RT measures, we have recently begun using cueing in conjunction with a single fixation, visual search task measuring psychophysical thresholds for target discrimination (Roach & Hogben, 2004 , 2007 . This approach offers a number of advantages over more traditional methods, particularly in terms of the control it provides over basic sensory requirements of the task and the magnitude and specificity of performance differences obtained between dyslexic and normal readers. In this task, participants are required to discriminate the orientation of a tilted target stimulus, presented along with a number of vertical distractors. In the absence of cueing, we have found that dyslexic adults' orientation discrimination thresholds are virtually indistinguishable from those of normal readers. However, a strikingly different pattern emerges when the location of the target stimulus is precued by the appearance of a peripheral dot stimulus immediately prior to the search array. Despite the fact that stimulus presentation is sufficiently brief to preclude eye movements, normal readers consistently benefit from this form of informative cueing. In contrast, many dyslexic adults show little or no such benefit.
In the absence of any movement of the eyes, changes in task performance that occur following a location pre-cue are typically interpreted in terms of the operation of a covert orienting mechanism that acts to shift the spatial locus of attention. Within this context, the spatial cueing deficits displayed by dyslexic individuals appear consistent with previous suggestions of slower or weaker exogenous orienting compared to normal readers. However, it is important that we do not simply accept this interpretation without careful consideration. Although the dot-cue is fundamentally the same as that used in previous research, the single fixation search task differs in many respects from traditional RT cueing approaches. Therefore, in order to make inroads towards understanding the nature of the cueing deficit observed in dyslexic individuals, it is important that we first have a solid understanding of the processes underlying the normal facilitatory effects of cueing on this task. Here we begin by examining the properties of the spatial cueing effect in normal readers. Particular emphasis is placed on establishing evidence for the operation of exogenous orienting mechanisms that (i) is characterised by a fast, transient time course, (ii) operates without the requirement of voluntary effort and (iii) is preferentially driven by abrupt luminance changes.
Properties of cueing effects in normal readers
2.1. General methods
Observers
Six observers participated in the study, each of who had normal or corrected to normal vision. Observers CCO, CAR, NAB and JCK were naïve to the specific aims of the experiments in which they participated. None of the observers had any history of reading difficulties.
Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
Visual stimuli were programmed in Mathworks Matlab (versions 6.1/6.5), preloaded onto the framestore section of a Cambridge Research Systems Visual Stimulus Generator (VSG) 2/3 graphics card and displayed on a gamma-corrected Sony Multiscan 20SE monitor (framerate = 100 Hz, mean luminance = 23.5 cd/m 2 ) at a fixed viewing distance of 100 cm. Observers viewed the display binocularly in a small, darkened testing room. Search arrays consisted of up to 16 Gabor patches equally spaced around a circular configuration 5 deg from a central fixation cross (see Fig. 1 ). The luminance profile of each Gabor was defined by the function Gðx; yÞ ¼ Ce
sin xðx cos h À y sin h þ UÞ where x 0 and y 0 are the horizontal and vertical centre points of the patch, r is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope and C defines the peak stimulus contrast. x, h and U set the spatial frequency, orientation and phase of the sinusoidal carrier grating respectively.
On each trial, one of the Gabors was randomly designated as the target, and was tilted either clockwise or counter-clockwise of vertical. The remaining distractor Gabors all remained vertical. Unless where otherwise indicated, the envelope standard deviation (0.5 deg), peak contrast (50% Michelson), spatial frequency (2 c/deg) and phase (0) parameters were identical for target and distractor stimuli. The search array was presented for 100 ms and observers were required to indicate the orientation of the target relative to vertical (single interval forced choice). In cued conditions, the location of the target was indicated by a black dot (diameter = 11 arc min, luminance <1 cd/m 2 ) presented for 20 ms at a position 4 deg along an imaginary radial line linking the fixation cross to target location. Except where stated otherwise, the cue was presented immediately prior to the search array (SOA = À20 ms).
In some experiments, a backward masking stimulus was presented for 100 ms immediately following the offset of the search array. The masking stimulus consisted of random luminance noise patches centred on each of the Gabor locations. Each noise patch was 1.47 deg square and consisted of 11 arc min pixels drawn from a uniform luminance distribution spanning the full monitor output range. Pilot testing confirmed that presentation of the mask did not compromise cue detectability. During a block of 80 trials, target tilt was manipulated via an adaptive procedure (PEST, Taylor & Crellman, 1967) set to converge on 75% correct performance. Estimates of orientation discrimination thresholds were obtained by calculating the mean target tilt across all trials following the third reversal point. Four independent threshold estimates were obtained for each observer in each experimental condition (i.e. 320 trials contribute to each individual data point).
Time course
In normal readers, the magnitude of the benefit derived from spatial cueing has previously been shown to increase as a function of set size-the number of elements in the search array (Roach & Hogben, 2004 , 2007 ; see also Baldassi & Burr, 2000; Palmer, Ames, & Lindsey, 1993) . To map out the time course of these cueing effects, cue-target stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was systematically manipulated using a set size of 16. A range of SOAs were implemented, incorporating both conditions in which the cue preceded (negative values) and followed (positive values) the search array. The maximum pre-cue SOA was restricted to À300 ms, to minimise the potential for anticipatory eye movements to the target location. Separate time course functions were collected with and without backward masking of the search array. plotted as a function of cue-target stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). For comparison, the dotted horizontal line in each panel indicates uncued performance levels obtained by each observer. Although the absolute level of performance differed somewhat across observers, all showed quite similar profiles across time. Pre-cueing was beneficial to performance, resulting in smaller thresholds for discriminating the orientation of the target compared to that obtained without a cue. However, the magnitude of the pre-cueing benefit did not change substantially as a function of SOA. Similar cueing effects were found when the cue appeared simultaneously with the search array (SOA = 0), to when the cue was presented first. In addition, there was no noticeable reduction in the cueing effect as the temporal separation between the cue and target was increased up to the maximum pre-cue SOA of 300 ms. The magnitude of the cueing effect gradually decreased as cue onset was delayed after the onset of the search array. Interestingly, some benefit continued to persist even when the cue was presented after the search array had disappeared. This was most marked in observer NWR, who continued to benefit from cue presentation more than 600 ms after the offset of the stimulus array.
Results and discussion
As shown in Fig. 2b , masking the search array produced variable effects on absolute levels of performance. Compared to the unmasked data presented in the previous experiment, uncued thresholds for two observers rose marginally (11% increase for NWR, 21% increase for CCO). A considerably more marked effect was seen for JHH, where masked thresholds were more than double unmasked thresholds (156% increase). Consistent with the unmasked dataset, pre-cueing facilitated task performance for all three observers. However, masking produced a consistent sharpening effect on temporal functions. Cueing effects were maximal for cue lead times of longer than about 100 ms (SOA = À100 ms), but dropped off quickly as a function of SOA. Indeed, cues presented simultaneously with the onset of the search array were noticeably less effective than pre-cues. NWR and JHH show signs of benefiting from cues presented shortly after the onset of the search array. However, cueing did not affect performance in any observer once the mask was presented. Three main results emerge from the results of this experiment. These are (i) that attentional selection can proceed rapidly following the presentation of the cue; (ii) that performance benefits do not dissipate in a manner predicted by a transient attentional response to the cue; and (iii) that facilitatory cueing effects are not necessarily limited to instances when presentation of the cue precedes that of the stimulus display.
It is typically assumed that attention needs to be shifted to a cued location in order to elicit a cueing effect, and this orienting process takes some amount of time. In the case of exogenous attentional shifts, the time required is thought to be brief, in the order of 50-100 ms. The temporal profiles obtained in the present experiment are consistent with rapid attentional selection. However, it is difficult to infer anything about a discrete orienting component from the results. In previous studies (e.g. Mü ller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989) , the magnitude of pre-cueing effects was found to initially increase as a function of SOA and the time required to orient attention was inferred from the point at which the effect peaked. The present data set is less clear in this regard-cues presented simultaneously with an unmasked search array were either as effective (in the case of NWR) or nearly as effective (JHH and CCO) as any of the pre-cueing conditions. Thus if reorienting of attention is required prior to selection, it must be extremely rapid (if not instantaneous). Results using masked displays revealed a more marked change in the effectiveness of cues in the region of time immediately preceding presentation of the search array. However, the fact that partial cueing effects continue to be observed when the cue appears during stimulus presentation suggests that such shifts are unlikely to operate in a discrete all-or-none fashion.
The results from this experiment indicate that the cueing effect investigated here is not characterised by the same transient temporal profile previously reported with similar types of cues. Rather, cues presented prior to the target array were beneficial to performance, regardless of SOA. How might we reconcile this result with previous findings demonstrating inhibition of return? One possibility is that the range of pre-cue SOAs employed was not large enough in the present study. While inhibitory cueing effects have been elicited previously with SOAs of 300 ms or less (e.g. Maylor, 1985; Posner & Cohen, 1984; Wright & Richard, 1998) , often a larger cue-lead time is required to obtain the most successful demonstration (e.g. Cheal & Chastain, 1999; Pratt, 1995) . In addition, Lupiánez and colleagues have provided evidence to suggest that the time required to elicit inhibition is longer for tasks requiring discrimination of the target than for simple detection (Lupiánez, Milliken, Solano, Weaver, & Tipper, 2001; Lupiánez, Milán, Tornay, Madrid, & Tudela, 1997) . The cueing task employed here differs in a number of respects from those typically used to study inhibitory cueing effects. A potentially critical point of difference is the fact that while most studies employ partially valid or uninformative cues, the cue used in the present study was 100% valid (i.e. it always indicated the target location). Indeed, Wright and Richard (2000) have argued that inhibition is highly dependent on cue validity. In their simple RT cueing study, inhibitory cueing effects found using an uninformative cue at a SOA of 400 ms became facilitatory when cue validity was increased to 80%. There are at least a couple of ways one might explain this finding. One possibility is that informative cues activate both exogenous and endogenous orienting mechanisms. Given that the target is more likely to appear at the cued location, it would be optimal to supplement an exogenous 'grab' with deliberate maintenance of attention in that region of space. Thus, the temporal functions obtained in this experiment might represent the summation of the facilitatory components of both exogenous and endogenous mechanisms. Wright and Richard take a slightly different position. They argue that whereas the facilitatory effects of peripheral cueing are reflexive, inhibition is goal-driven and dependent on the specific nature of the task. Support for this idea can be drawn from a recent study by Cheal and Chastain (2002) , who found that the range of SOAs utilised in a testing block significantly affects the time course of inhibition.
Cueing studies of visual attention typically only include conditions where presentation of the cue precedes that of the target stimulus. However, a feature of the present results is that cueing effects can also occur when the cue follows the target array in time. These results strongly suggest that attentional selection can operate on stimulus representations that persist after the offset of the physical stimulus or are held in memory. Indeed, the time course of the cueing effect with an unmasked display is consistent with that of a decaying iconic memory trace, such as that indexed using the classic partial report paradigm (e.g. Averbach & Coriel, 1961; Sperling, 1960) . Coupled with the absence of any post-cueing effects when access time was restricted by way of a post-stimulus mask, these results suggest that the prime determinant of the magnitude of cueing benefits is the amount of information about the search array available following cue presentation.
Automaticity
It is often claimed that the appearance of peripheral visual stimuli 'captures' attention exogenously and that such effects occur automatically, without conscious control. Support for this suggestion has been drawn primarily from RT based experiments showing significant validity effects with completely uninformative cues (e.g. Jonides, 1981; Remington et al., 1992) . Here, we investigated the automaticity of the cueing effect in single fixation visual search using two methods. We first examined whether the ability to discriminate the orientation of the tilted target can be impaired by randomly cueing any location within the search array. In addition, we employed a novel cue manipulation in which we consistently cued the position in the search array directly opposite where the target would appear. Such a cue is invalid in the traditional sense, as it is presented in a spatial location other than that of the target. However, in terms of the information it provides about the target location, it has perfect validity. For each type of cue, we first measured unmasked performance as a function of set size for a given SOA (À20 ms), before mapping out the full time course of the effects using a backward masked array.
2.3.1. Cueing random locations Fig. 3a shows orientation discrimination thresholds with and without random cueing, plotted as a function of set size. As expected, both observers displayed a noticeable set size effect for uncued search-thresholds increase as more distractors are added to the search array. If attention is automatically oriented to a cued location, one would predict that random cueing should impair performance. Furthermore, as the probability that a distractor will appear at the cued location increases as more distractors are added to the display, the degree of impairment might also be expected to increase with set size. However, the results do not support these predictions. Random cueing had minimal noticeable effect for either observer.
A potential limitation of this experiment is that because no mask was used, information about the search array was available to the visual system for a substantial period of time following the cue. Thus it might be possible that attention was automatically captured by the uninformative cue, but that effects of the exogenous shift dissipated prior to the complete decay of stimulus information. In other words, observers might have had time to 'recover' from the potentially disruptive cue. However, as shown in Fig. 3b , random cueing had no systematic effect on masked search performance, regardless of the temporal relationship between the cue and the search array. Thus, in contrast with previous findings from RT cueing tasks, there appears to be little evidence that peripheral cues automatically capture attention in this paradigm. Fig. 4a shows a comparison of performance in the informative 'invalid' cue condition, to performance in the absence of any cue. An automatic shift of attention to the cued location ought to be particularly disadvantageous in the present experiment. Unlike the randomly positioned cue utilised previously, here the locations of the cue and target never coincide. In fact, the cue would draw attention to the position within the search array farthest away from where the target would appear. However, rather than impairing performance, cueing produced substantial benefits for both observers, particularly at the intermediate set sizes (2, 4, 8) . Thus, it appears that observers are able to make use of the information conveyed by the cue, even when the physical positions of the cue and target do not coincide. The effect of cueing was not nearly as marked in the set size 16 condition. A likely explanation for this is that the smaller inter-stimulus separation in this condition introduced uncertainty about the target location. With stimuli close together it becomes more difficult to ascertain which item is directly opposite the briefly presented cue. Again, it might be possible that an automatic, exogenous shift of attention initially occurs to the location of the cue, but then the observer consciously reorients attention to the opposite side of the display. Alternatively, the observer might be able to suppress any exogenous capture, and make a single endogenous shift away from the cued location. Since volitional shifts in attention are thought to be relatively sluggish (e.g. 300-500 ms), both of these hypotheses would predict a different time course for informative 'invalid' cueing to that seen with the standard ('valid') cue. However, this is not borne out in the data. Fig. 4b shows the time course for informative 'invalid' cues using a masked, set size eight display. Cueing was beneficial to performance for all pre-cue (i.e. negative) SOAs. The size of this effect decreased when the cue was presented at or after onset of the target array, and disappeared entirely once the masking stimulus was presented. Comparison off the temporal functions in Figs. 2b and 4b suggest that both valid positional cues and informative 'invalid' cues are characterised by a comparable time course. There is no evidence to support the additional requirement of a slow, volitional shift of attention in response to cues presented opposite the cue location.
Informative 'invalid' cues

Variations of cue type
Peripheral onset cues are undoubtedly an efficient means of directing the locus of one's attention. It has been suggested that this efficiency might reflect the high behavioural priority assigned to abrupt luminance transients (e.g. Franconeri, Hollingworth, & Simons, 2005; Jonides & Yantis, 1988; Yantis & Jonides, 1984) or to the appearance of new objects in general (e.g. Enns, Austen, Di Lollo, Rauschenberger, & Yantis, 2001; Yantis & Jonides, 1996) . While peripheral cues are often thought to capture attention in a mechanistic manner, the results obtained in the previous experiments using informative 'invalid' cues suggest that the cue might operate primarily as a source of information about the target location. Here we investigate whether providing such information in other ways leads to similar benefits for task performance. Methods were similar to the standard uncued version of the search task with a set size of 16, with the exception that a difference between the target and distractor stimuli was introduced on a feature dimension other than orientation. This 'feature cue' acted to make the target increasingly salient, but did not involve any transient luminance change. Fig. 5a shows thresholds for discriminating the orientation of a 2 c/deg target, when displayed along with distractors of different spatial frequencies. For each observer, performance was poorest when distractor spatial frequency was similar to that of the target. Introducing a difference between the target and distractors resulted in lower thresholds, regardless of whether this was achieved by increasing or decreasing distractor spatial frequency. For each observer, the pattern of orientation discrimination thresholds was well described by a Gaussian function. For observer NWR, the threshold at which the function reached asymptote closely corresponded to that obtained with a peripheral dot cue (indicated by the open symbol and horizontal dotted line in Fig. 5a ). For JHH and JCK the performance benefits obtained in conditions with a large spatial frequency discrepancy between target and distractors slightly surpassed that achieved with the dot cue. 
Spatial frequency
Luminance contrast
As shown in Fig. 5b , performance benefits were also obtained when the contrast of the distractors was changed relative to that of the target (Michelson contrast = 0.5). However in this case the effects were asymmetric (particularly for JHH and JCK), with decreases of distractor contrast proving more advantageous than increases. In line with the spatial frequency findings, the peak magnitude of the benefit obtained by manipulating distractor contrast either approximated (in the case of NWR) or marginally exceeded (JHH and JCK) that obtained with the peripheral dot cue. Together, these results suggest that similar improvements in performance can be obtained, regardless of how the target's location is signalled.
Cue contrast
The previous experiments demonstrated a systematic relationship between the strength of a feature cue (defined by a difference on some stimulus dimension) and the magnitude of its facilitatory effect on search performance. To allow us to map out the corresponding relationship for peripheral dot cues, we next measured cueing effects while manipulating the luminance contrast of the dot. Orientation discrimination thresholds are shown plotted against cue contrast in Fig. 5c . The contrast polarity is indicated by the sign of the contrast-negative values indicate a dark cue against the grey background while positive values indicate a relatively bright cue. For each observer, the effectiveness of cueing increased gradually as a function of cue contrast. As with the feature cueing experiments, this relationship was well approximated by a Gaussian function.
Cue localisation
A possible interpretation of the preceding experiments is that the effectiveness of a cue is determined primarily by the ability of observers to extract the spatial information it conveys. Since decreasing the salience of a cue will eventu- ally compromise its detectability, it is perhaps not surprising that cueing effects ultimately disappear. To directly quantify this relationship, we next investigated how well NWR's and JHH's patterns of cued search results could be predicted by their ability to detect a cue and correctly derive the location of the target. Observers were required to report the location of a target stimulus that was signalled either by a valid peripheral dot cue or by a unique stimulus feature (spatial frequency or contrast). The stimulus displays were identical to those used in Section 2.4, with the exception that the target stimulus was always oriented vertically. This ensured that detection and localisation of the dot or feature cue was necessary in order to generate the correct response. On each trial a response screen appeared 1000 ms after the offset of the search array. Responses were made by using a mouse to position a cursor on one of 16 circular markers designating the positions of the previously presented Gabors. Mouse clicks made outside the designated areas failed to record a response and initiate the next trial. 40 trials were run for each of a range of distractor spatial frequency, distractor contrast and cue contrast values.
Results and discussion
As shown in Fig. 6a -c, localisation performance for each of the three cue types exhibited comparable dependence on the strength of the cue to that observed in the visual search task (Fig. 5) . This result suggests that the ability of observers to derive the spatial information conveyed by a cue is a strong predictor of its effectiveness at facilitating search performance. This point is emphasised by the scatter plots in Fig. 6d , in which the relationship between localisation and search performance has been collapsed across cue types for each observer. A strong positive linear relationship is evident for each observer (R 2 = 0.91 for NWR; R 2 = 0.70 for JHH), the gradients of which suggest a straightforward one-to-one mapping (gradient = 1.03 for NWR, gradient = 1.08 for JHH).
Summary
Benefits obtained when the position of a target stimulus is cued by the onset of a brief, peripheral stimulus are often thought to reflect a transient, involuntary shift in attention to the cued location. The results of the experiments reported in this study however, do not support this interpretation for the large cueing effects displayed by normal readers in the psychophysical visual search paradigm. Rather we have found that (i) The cueing effect shows no signs of being transient.
Rather, pre-cue benefits were obtained regardless of the temporal separation between cue and target. Moreover, there is limited evidence in the time course of the cueing effect to suggest the operation of a discrete attentional orienting operation of any kind. (ii) The influence of the cue is subject to voluntary, endogenous control. Cues have no apparent impact on performance when they are known to be uninformative. In addition, observers are able to rapidly benefit from the information conveyed by a cue, even if the locations of the cue and target do not physically coincide. (iii) There is nothing to suggest that the use of peripheral onset cues has any special role in eliciting the observed benefits. The main determinant of the magnitude of cueing effects appears to be the ability of the observer to derive information about target location from the cue. Also critical is the amount or quality of information available about the search array when the cue is delivered.
Cue type, cue detectability and the spatial cueing deficit
Now that a clearer picture of the nature of cueing effects in normal readers has been established, we are in a better position to consider why it is that dyslexic individuals fail to receive the same benefit from cueing. As described earlier, a popular recent suggestion is that while suddenly presented cues elicit automatic, stimulus-driven shifts of attention in normal observers, such exogenous mechanisms are either slower (Facoetti et al., 2005; Hari & Renvall, 2001 ), or weaker (Facoetti et al., 2000 (Facoetti et al., , 2003 Kinsey et al., 2004) in dyslexic individuals. A critical assumption of this hypothesis is that attentional orienting mechanisms do in fact underlie the strong cueing effects shown by normal readers. With this in mind, it is problematic that our time course experiments failed to reveal any distinct orienting component. Even if we do assume that attention needs to be shifted to the cued location, there is reason to doubt that a specific deficit affecting exogenous orienting would produce the cueing deficit seen in dyslexic individuals. In normal readers, the effectiveness of cues that appeared in spatial proximity to the target location (standard cues) was virtually indistinguishable from that of informative cues requiring endogenous interpretation (informative 'invalid' cues). In addition, both types of cues showed very similar temporal profiles. Thus, even if the appearance of a cue failed to 'capture' attention in dyslexic individuals, unimpaired endogenous mechanisms should have allowed them to benefit nonetheless.
As shown in Section 2.5, the prime determinant of the magnitude of pre-cueing effects in normal readers is the ability of the individual to derive the spatial information conveyed by the cue. An obvious suggestion therefore, might be that dyslexic individuals fail to derive comparable benefit from informative spatial cueing because they have difficulty with either detecting the cue, or associating it with the spatial position of the target. In the following study, we investigate this possibility by first comparing cue localisation accuracy in dyslexic and normal readers and then by measuring cued search performance using cues which have been individually matched in terms of the localisation information they provide.
Methods
Participants
Nine dyslexic adults and a control group of 14 normal readers were drawn from the large sample tested in the study reported by Roach and Hogben (2007) . Participants were selected such that individuals in the two groups were completely separated in terms of their cued search performance in the largest set size condition (set size 16)-dyslexic participants' thresholds all fell more than one standard deviation above the original control group mean; control participants' thresholds were within one standard deviation either side of the mean. As shown in Table 1 , the two groups differed significantly on all reading, spelling Table 1 Comparison of groups on demographic and psychometric variables. Descriptions of each of the measures have been previously reported by Roach and Hogben (2007) Control mean (SD) Dyslexic mean (SD)
Age ( and verbal short term memory measures, but not in terms of age or non-verbal IQ. The period of time between individuals' original testing and completion of the present study ranged between 6 and 12 months.
Localisation of high contrast dot cue
Participants were first required to indicate the location indicated by maximum contrast black dot cue, using identical methods to those described in Section 2.5. Each participant completed a block of 80 trials, made up of five cue presentations at each of the 16 locations. Order of presentation was randomised for each participant.
Adaptive manipulation of cue contrast
In the next phase, the ability of each participant to derive location information from the cue was matched. This was achieved by running a cue localisation task in which cue contrast was manipulated via a PEST procedure set to converge on 80% correct performance. Contrast was restricted to negative polarities, whereby the cue was always darker than the surrounding background. Each participant completed a block of 80 trials, and their threshold cue contrast was calculated as the mean value following the third reversal point. In some cases, participants did not reach 80% accuracy even with the maximal cue contrast. In this situation, the participant was rerun using an increased cue duration (+10 ms). Further increases in duration were implemented where necessary until performance converged at 80% accuracy.
Cued search with matched cue
Search performance was measured using the individually tailored cue. With the exception of the cue luminance and duration, the task was identical to the standard cued, set size 16 condition as described previously.
Spatial frequency cue
A similar progression of testing was subsequently completed for relative spatial frequency cues. In the first block of trials, observers were required to localise the position of the 2 c/deg target patch, presented amongst 3 c/deg distractors. As with the initial dot cue localisation task, 80 trials were run with equal numbers of targets appearing at each of the 16 locations. In the second block of trials, distractor spatial frequency was manipulated adaptively to achieve 80% correct localisation performance for each participant. The PEST procedure was constrained so that distractor spatial frequency was always equal to or higher than that of the target patch (2 c/deg). Finally, participants' ability to discriminate the orientation of the target was measured, when presented along with distractors having the individually determined spatial frequency value.
Cued search with high contrast dot cue
In order to gauge the replicability of the original findings, participants were finally re-tested on the standard cued, set size 16 search condition as previously completed in the study reported by Roach and Hogben (2007) .
Results
Cue localisation
Both control and dyslexic groups made substantial numbers of errors when localising the high contrast dot cue. On average the dyslexic group was slightly less accurate than the control group (M Control = 78.93%, M Dyslexic = 72.36%) though this difference was not statistically significant (t(21) = 0.73, p > .05). In the adaptive manipulation of dot cue contrast, 10 of the 23 participants reached criterion using a 20 ms cue duration. Of those who did not, performance of all but one converged when the duration was increased to 30 ms. No systematic differences in threshold cue parameters were apparent between the two groups.
The dyslexic group was significantly poorer than controls at localising the target based on its unique spatial frequency. With target and distractor spatial frequencies fixed at 2 and 3 c/deg, respectively, mean accuracy for the dyslexic group was 73.89%, compared to 89.57% for the control group (t(21) = 2.62, p < .05). On average, the dyslexic group also required a greater spatial frequency difference between target and distractors to achieve criterion than controls (M Control = 2.69 c/deg, M Dyslexic = 2.97, t(21) = 2.78, p < .05). This mean difference was primarily driven by a subset of five dyslexic individuals, whose thresholds were considerably higher than those of controls.
Cued search performance
Search performance results are summarised in Fig. 7 . For comparison, the two leftmost datasets show data replotted from the original study reported in Roach and Hogben (2007) . Since participants were selected to perfectly separate the two groups based on their cued, set size 16 performance, the difference in mean thresholds between the two groups was substantial (M Control = 4.99 deg, M Dyslexic = 13.25 deg, t(21) = 6.53, p < .05).
1 In contrast, uncued thresholds did not differ significantly between groups (M Control = 10.71 deg, M Dyslexic = 13.60 deg, t(21) = 2.04, p > .05). Differences in cued search performance between groups were maintained when the quality of localisation information conveyed by the cue was matched across participants. Mean orientation discrimination thresholds were significantly higher in the dyslexic group than in the control group for both the matched dot cue condition (M Control = 5.63 deg, M Dyslexic = 10.63 deg, t(21) = 3.50, p < .05) and for the matched spatial frequency cue condition (M Control = 2.55 deg, M Dyslexic = 5.22 deg, t(21) = 4.00, p < .05). Surprisingly, absolute levels of performance differed between the two matched cue conditions-thresholds for both groups were lower for spatial frequency cues than for dot cues.
The rightmost dataset in Fig. 7 shows results when participants were retested using the original high contrast dot cue. Obtained thresholds for both groups were lower than the initial estimates, suggesting participants had improved with practice. Nonetheless, the significance difference between mean performance in the two groups was replicated (M Control = 3.33 deg, M Dyslexic = 8.75 deg, t(21) = 5.30, p < .05) and the two estimates were strongly correlated (r = .76, p < .05). Scatter plots showing individual threshold values are shown in the lower portion of Fig. 7 . Whereas the two groups were chosen to be completely separable by cued search performance, some overlap between individuals was evident for both of the matched cue conditions, and the final high contrast dot cue condition.
Discussion
The results of this study suggest that the poorer cued search performance displayed by dyslexic individuals is not due simply to difficulties with detecting and localising the cue. Despite dyslexic and control individuals being selected in a manner that maximised differences in cued search performance, accuracy for localising the cue under identical stimulus conditions did not differ significantly between groups. Group differences in cued search performance were also maintained using stimulus parameters that matched cue localisation accuracy for each participant.
An additional finding of the study is that dyslexic participants' difficulties with cued search are not specific to the use of a peripheral dot cue. On average, the dyslexic group had greater difficulty localising the target amongst distractors based on its unique spatial frequency. However, even when the information conveyed by the spatial frequency cue was individually matched, search performance remained significantly poorer in the dyslexic group compared to controls.
Participants in the present study were selected such that individuals in each group were perfectly separated based on existing cued, set size 16 search data. In other words, it was intentionally assured that the poorest performing control had a better threshold than the best performing dyslexic participant. While group differences were again found under conditions of matched detectability, distributions of individual scores in each group were no longer perfectly separated. It might be tempting to infer that equating cue detectability resulted in the amelioration of cued search performance for a subset of dyslexic participants. However, caution is required necessary in interpreting the results in this way. It is quite possible that the overlap observed between individual scores represents nothing more than a regression to the mean artifact. Originally noted by Galton (1886) , regression to the mean is a ubiquitous statistical phenomenon that occurs when a non-random sample is made from a population. Unless two measures are perfectly correlated, a sample made up of individuals with extreme scores on one measure will have a tendency to look less extreme when tested on the second measure.
Conclusions
Previously, we have demonstrated that cueing effects in single fixation search in normal readers most likely reflect a form of late attentional selection, in which information pertaining to the target stimulus is prioritised during decision making (Roach & Hogben, 2007) . The present results suggest that the mechanisms supporting this process are both rapid, and under flexible cognitive control. This combination of properties is not readily categorised within the dominant framework of spatial cueing that supposes discrete exogenous and endogenous mechanisms that serve to reorient the spatial locus of visual attention over different time scales. Indeed, it is questionable whether the construct of 'attentional orienting' provides any utility in understanding cueing effects on this task. Our findings indicate that normal readers' cued search performance primarily depends on the extent to which the location of the target Fig. 7 . Comparison of search performance across conditions. The upper column graphs compare the geometric mean thresholds for control (unfilled columns) and dyslexic (filled columns) groups. Asterisks denote statistically significant group differences ( * p < 0.05). Corresponding patterns of individual performance are shown below in the form of univariate scatter plots.
can be derived from the cue, and the subsequent access to stimulus representations upon which to form a decision. Perhaps the most parsimonious interpretation is that normal readers employ a flexible decision-making strategy that seeks to maximise response accuracy given the available sensory information.
Since it is questionable whether putative attentional orienting mechanisms underlie the cueing effects shown by normal readers, it is difficult to reconcile support for the suggestion that impairments of such mechanisms are responsible for cueing deficits displayed by dyslexic individuals. Our results reveal that the differences in cued search performance between dyslexic and normal readers are not a simple consequence of a failure to detect the cue and/or associate it with the relevant element in the search array. When required to report the location signalled by a standard, high contrast dot cue, dyslexic individuals' performance did not differ significantly from that of control participants exhibiting normal cueing effects. In addition, group differences in cued search performance were maintained when individually tailored cues were used to explicitly match localisation performance. A further finding is that dyslexic individuals' cueing deficits are not specific to the use of dot cues. Instead, significant group differences in orientation discrimination thresholds were also found when the location of the target was cued by a unique spatial frequency. The generality of these findings suggests that the underlying difference between dyslexic and normal readers lies in ability to select or prioritise task-relevant sensory information to optimise task performance.
